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In the rapidly developing world economic progress and development 
of the state as a whole is largely driven by the innovative potential of the 
country. In turn, the innovation infrastructure, which settles the direction 
of innovative development of the country, is a very complicated structure, 
the formation of which took more than a decade and still continues to 
sophisticate its elements. This article is closely studying the phenomenon 
of innovation and rapid development of its elements in the North Atlantic 
region, on the «homeland of innovations». This paper is based on the stud
ies of Sh.Kungand and D.A.Kartsev: history and development of innova
tion infrastructure, general dynamics of the geographical spread of a new 
knowledge. Studies of Minat and Kovalev laid on the basis of this article, 
they outlined the three main stages of emergence of innovative infrastruc
ture and development in the framework of the chronology of scientific 
and technological development, which describe not only emergence of 
individual elements, but also influence of the state regulations to them. 
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Ин новaциaлық  
инфрaқұ ры лым ның қaлыптaсу 

ке зең де рі: дaмығaн  
мем ле кет тер жә не  

Қaзaқстaн тә жір биесі

Қaрқын ды дaмып ке ле жaтқaн әлем де эко но микaның жaқсaруы 
мен тұтaстaй мем ле кет тің дaмуы ел дің ин новaция лық әлеуеті нің не
гі зі нен  де шaрттaсaды. Өз ке зе гін де, ел дің ин новaция лық дaму бaғы
тын бел гі лейт ін ин новaция лық инфрaқұ ры лым ның қaлыптaсуы өте 
күр де лі үр діс. Ин новaция лық инфрaқұ ры лым ның бір не ше он  жыл
дықтaн aстaм тaри хы бaр, со ны мен қaтaр, қaзір гі кү ні де қaрқын мен 
дaмып ке ле ді. Қaзір гі уaқыттa ғaлымдaр ин новaциялaрдың Сол түс
тік Атлaнт aймaқтaрындa қaрқын ды дaмуы ның құ бы лы сын зерт теу
де жә не инфрaқұ ры лы мы ның эле ме нт те рі нің пaйдa бо лу ке зең де
рін қaрaсты рудa. Ғaлымдaрдың aрaсындa Ш.Кунг пен В.Н.Кaрцев 
инфрaқұ ры лым ның тaри хы мен дaмуын  зерт те ген жә не жaңa бі лім нің 
геогрaфия лық тaрaлуы ның жaлпы динaмикaсын қaрaстырғaн. Бұл де
рек тер ді В.Н.Минaт пен Ю.Ю.Ковaлев ег жейтег жейлі то лық тырғaн 
жә не ғы лы ми жә не тех но ло гиялық дaму хро но ло гиясы шең бе рін де 
ин новaциялaрдың дaмуы не гіз гі үш ке зең нен тұрaты нын aйқындaғaн. 
Ғы лы ми мaқaлaдa же ке эле ме нт тер дің дaмуынa сипaттaмa бе ріл ген, 
сондaйaқ мем ле кет тік aтқaру шы оргaндaрдың әсе рі зерт тел ген.

Тү йін  сөз дер: ин новaция лық инфрaқұ ры лым, тех нопaрк, биз нес 
ин кубaтор. ин новaция лық инфрaқұ ры лым ның қaлыптa суы, вен чур
лық қaржылaнды ру.

Жaткaнбaев Е.Б.,  
Абиль гaзиевa А.Б.

Этaпы фор ми ровa ния  
ин новaцион ной  

инфрaст рук ту ры: опыт  
рaзви тых стрaн и опыт 

Кaзaхстaнa

В динaмично рaзвивaющем ся ми ре эко но ми чес кий прог ресс 
и рaзви тие го судaрс твa в це лом во мно гом обуслaвливaет ся ин
новaцион ным по тен циaлом стрaны. В свою оче редь, ин новaционнaя 
инфрaст рук турa, ко торaя зaдaет нaпрaвле ние ин новaцион но му рaзви
тию го судaрс твa, весь мa сложнaя ст рук турa, фор ми ровa ние ко то рой 
зaня ло бо лее де сят ков лет и про должaет ин тен сив но рaзвивaться. 
Дaннaя стaтья изучaют фе но мен быст ро го рaзви тия ин новaции и 
эле мен тов его инфрaст рук ту ры в се ве роaтлaнти чес ком ре ги оне, т.е. 
нa «ро ди не ин новa ции». В стaтье рaссмaтривaет ся под ход Ш. Кунгa 
и Д.А. Кaрцевa, ко то рые изу чи ли хро но ло гию рaзви тия эле мен тов 
инфрaст рук ту ры, прос ле ди ли об щую динaми ку геогрaфи чес ко го 
рaсп рострaне ния но вых знa ний. В ос но ву стaтьи лег ли исс ле довa ния 
уче ных В.Н. Минaтa и Ю.Ю. Ковaлевa, ко то рые вы де ли ли в рaмкaх 
хро но ло гии нaуч нотех ни чес ко го рaзви тия ос нов ные три этaпa, ко то
рые не толь ко опи сывaют рaзви тие от дель ных эле мен тов, но и влия
ние го судaрст вен ных ре гу ли рую щих оргaнов нa них. 

Клю че вые словa: ин новaционнaя инфрaст рук турa, этaпы фор
ми ровa ния ин новaцион ной инфрaст рук ту ры, тех нопaрки, биз несин
кубaтор, вен чур ное финaнси ровa ние
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Economic growth in the XXI century was largely driven by sci-
entific-technological progress and intellectualization of the manu-
facturing sector. According to the Global Innovation Index report 
the share of new technologies, products and equipment containing 
new knowledge and solutions, in developed countries account is 
about 70 to 85% of GDP growth [1]. Over the past twenty-five years 
the world economy shows a high level of intensity of inter-state 
movement of goods, technology and information, as well as growth 
of cooperation in the sphere of high technologies.

From the middle of the XX century scientific and technological 
progress deeply penetrate into various sectors of the economy, 
providing a significant improvement of the objects of labor. 
Constantly growing needs of humanity in the intensification of 
innovation lead to the emergence of knowledge-based methods 
and techniques to commercialize the technology as technological 
cooperation, transfer of technology, the concentration of research 
and development in the certain areas, and the overall integration of 
innovation. A key role is played by the formation of a full-fledged 
innovative environment with a developed infrastructure. Stimulating 
innovation to become the backbone of forced social and economic 
development of the regions and the state as a whole, by achieving 
synergy effects from the integration of science, education and 
industry.

According to the classic definition by Lundval and Nelson, 
«Innovation is a complex process involving a variety of actors: such 
as businesses, manufacturers of new knowledge, technology centers, 
which are connected by a variety of relationships, thus creating 
innovation infrastructure.» [2] The father of such approach should 
be considered K. Freeman, who in the late 80s. has introduced the 
concept of a national innovation system as «a complex system of 
economic entities and public institutions involved in the creation 
of new knowledge, storage, distribution, transformation to a new 
technology products and services consumed by society.» [3]

The review of the literature of Europe, North America and South-
East Asia can help to learn and organize some basic points made 
in different years by different authors on the subject of innovation 
infrastructure emergence. The fact is that in some cases they are 
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almost identical, but some aspects are based on a 
different interpretation of the events.

So, Sh.Kung and D.A. Kartsev works mostly 
cover countries of the North Atlantic region. They 
identified the following stages of the development of 
innovation infrastructure elements in the region: 60 
– 70 yy. of XX century, a decade when the majority 
of technology parks emerged in their «homeland» 
– in the United States and the emergence of the 
innovation process support structures in Western 
European countries – Britain, France and Germany. 
Then, in the 80 – 90s, began to form a «second 
generation» of technology parks in the US and 
Western Europe, there were parks and in countries 
where none existed before, such as Japan, China and 
other Far East countries, as a result, the previous 
diversity of « science parks « filled with new 
varieties [2].

However, this scientific approach did not take 
into account all prerequisites for the formation 
of innovation infrastructure in the North Atlantic 
region. Previous approach did not include 
the first experimental forms of integration of 
science and industry, embodied in a number of 
companies in Western Europe and North America 
in the late nineteenth century. This omission was 
largely eliminated in the works of V.N.Minat 
and Y.Y.Kovalev, who proposed to allocate the 
development of scientific and technological complex 
of the region into three basic stages [3, 4]. According 
to their approach first stage should define the 
processes of industrialization in developed countries 
at the late 19th and the first half of 20th century. 
The Industrial Revolution brought this period to a 
new form of the organization of applied research – 
industrial research centers and laboratories, in large 
enterprises prototype construction departments, 
which later laid the beginning of the industry 
science aimed at practical development. According 
to historical records, in 1878 the American company 
«Bell telephone company,» founded the first in 
the history of industrial laboratories in the United 
States. In Germany in 80s of the 19th century was 
organized the first Research Institute in the field 
of heavy engineering industry – «Keiser-Wilgelm 
geselschaft».

The second stage originated after the Second 
World War, and is characterized by a completely 
new forms of organization of science, based on 
the state defense orders. For the first time, these 
experiments have been tested and successfully 
implemented in Palo Alto (California, USA) based 
on the Stanford University of Technology. There, in 
1951, opened the world’s first scientific industrial 

park, later renamed as the «Silicon Valley». It was 
created for the implementation of the latest scientific 
and technical achievements in the field of electronic 
and aerospace industries.

The third stage is closely related to the 
diversification of different types of innovation and 
the emergence of new levers for implementation 
of scientific knowledge and high technology 
production. Since 1975 have been emerged new 
forms of innovative activity support as business 
incubators, innovation centers and innovation zones. 
A key aspect of this period was emergence of large-
scale unions and associations merged into a single 
national network of various forms of innovative 
entrepreneurship. The most important associations 
that have emerged during this period include [5]:

• European network of Business Innovation 
Centres (EBN – European Business & Innovation 
Centre Network);

• British Association of Science Parks (UKSPA 
-The UK Science Park Association);

• Association of German business 
incubation centers and technologies (ADT – 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher Technology);

• Association of Business Incubators Britain 
(UK Business Incubation);

• Technopolis Association of France (France 
technopole association);

• Association of University Research Parks of 
North America (USA and Canada) (AURRP);

• International Club Technopolis (ITC);
• National Association of Business Incubators 

US (NBIA). [2]
In the mid-80s. business incubators stared 

closely interact with the system of higher education 
and public research organizations in order to tap the 
enormous potential accumulated in the walls of these 
institutions and the commercialization of scientific 
research. Since the mid 90s, this model of business 
incubators was transformed into a technology 
incubator scheme. They began to build in the 
industrial parks near the universities and research 
organizations, and «nurture» high-tech companies, 
within certain industrial and technology clusters. 
Such as biotechnology, information technology, 
electrical technology and so on. 

In turn, funding of scientific research is a base 
of innovation infrastructure, which provides the 
resources to support entire innovation process cycle: 
from research work to implementation and production 
of innovative products. It is based on state support 
of innovative activity of the governmental and local 
budgets, the business sector funds and individual 
investors. The elements of financial infrastructure 
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include: state development institutions, second-tier 
banks, venture capital funds, the various budgetary 
and non-budgetary funds, and others.

Global experience shows that the effective 
development of innovative economy is achieved 
through venture financing. This type of financing 
is becoming a kind of link connecting scientific 
and technical ideas with the sphere of production 
and consumption. It promotes innovation, greatly 
simplifies the access of innovation companies to 
sources of financial resources, increases the level 
of commercialization of scientific and technical 
products.

Current funding systems and state support of 
innovation activity formed by the legislations enacted 
in the mid-twentieth century by the US government. 
Before World War II, investments in the form of 
venture capital was primarily the sphere of influence 
of wealthy individuals and families. Only after 
1945 did «true» private equity investments begin to 
emerge, notably with the founding of the first two 
venture capital firms in 1946: American Research 
and Development Corporation(ARDC) and J.H. 
Whitney & Company. One of the first steps toward a 
professionally managed venture capital industry was 
the passage of the Small Business Investment Act of 
1958. The 1958 Act officially allowed the U.S. Small 
Business Administration (SBA) to license private 
«Small Business Investment Companies» (SBICs) 
to help the financing and management of the small 
entrepreneurial businesses in the United States. [8] 
In Europe, as compared to US venture financing 
started later – by the end of 1970’s. In 1983 was 
created the European Private Equity and Venture 
Capital Association. Today there are more than 500 
active members in 30 participating countries.[9]

By the end of the twentieth century, the 
production of high-tech products has become a 
whole industry of industrialized countries that 
contributed to the abrupt increase in the number of 
local entities innovative orientation. In 1996 there 
were more than 600 technology incubators only at 
the United States.[6] Today in the world there are 
more than 10,000 such organizations. A striking 
example of this can serve «Silicon Valley», a huge 
cluster, which is conducting research in the field of 
artificial intelligence and software.

Thus, formation of innovation infrastructure 
in the North Atlantic region is the result of the 
authorities’ response to the need to reorient the 
economy to the industrial-innovative development 
path in order to accelerate regional economic growth 
through support for innovative entrepreneurship. 
By analyzing the composition of the innovation 

infrastructure facilities around the world, it is safe 
to say that a certain set of these organizations 
corresponds to the main stages of the innovation 
chain (from idea to commercialization of the product) 
at the level of regions and throughout the country 
as a whole. Nowadays, innovation infrastructure 
consist of following organizations

• scientific and research parks, performing the 
functions of conducting scientific research, the 
selection of commercially promising projects, 
building a team that can bring to them the finished 
product design;

• technology parks which involved in the 
commercialization of technologies developed;

• business incubators which provide space as 
well as access to the resources of the newly created 
small innovative enterprises;

• venture capital funds which provides the 
funding and resource support for the entire 
innovation cycle.

In Kazakhstan, the development of innovation 
infrastructure has dynamic character. Formation 
of infrastructure as a key element of the national 
innovation system, has its roots from adoption of 
the «Kazakhstan-2030» Development Strategy in 
1997. It was the beginning of large-scale social and 
economic reforms in the country aimed at achieving 
long-term objectives primarily at development 
and competitiveness the domestic economy. In 
the same year enacted a law «On State Support of 
Small Business,» which have identified concepts 
such as: innovation, small business infrastructure, 
venture capital firms. Later, on July 3, 2002 enacted 
law «On innovation activity», defining the basic 
principles, forms and directions of realization of 
the state innovation policy. Subsequently, there was 
adopted the Law «On state support of innovation 
activity» in 2006, which identified importance of 
the development of the systems as «innovation 
infrastructure», «science park (Technopark),» 
«innovative project» «innovation grant». In 2003 it 
was developed and approved Strategy of Industrial 
and Innovation Development of Kazakhstan for 
2003-2015 on the basis of which has adopted a 
program on formation and development of the 
national innovation system of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan for 2005 – 2015. [7]

Formation and development of innovative 
infrastructure in Kazakhstan is entirely supported 
by «Center for Engineering and Technology 
Transfer» JSC (CETT), whose sole shareholder is 
«National Innovation Fund» JSC, established in 
2003. Since 2011, both joint-stock companies were 
merged into «National Agency for Technological 
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Development» JSC (NATD) [7]. The merger was 
carried out in order to optimize performance and 
eliminate redundant functions. It is assumed that 
NATD will act as a single operator in Kazakhstan 
for coordination processes in the field of innovation 
development of the country, providing a variety of 
measures of the state support to participants of the 
innovation system.

Currently, innovative infrastructure in 
Kazakhstan is consisting of 8 science parks. Their 
founders were JSC «CETT». 2 bln. tenge was 
provided from the republican budget for the formation 
of the statutory capital of the regional science parks. 
Also, elements of national innovative infrastructure 
are 4 construction bureaus, 21 commercialization 
offices and 5 regional commercialization offices 

and 2 international centers of technology transfer 
. Governmental support was provided to 577 
companies and innovators were identified about 
4,000 ideas and developments since 2010.[7]

Almost all infrastructure organizations in 
Kazakhstan have been created to provide various 
services for beginners and developing innovative 
projects not only to improve their viability, as well 
as to improve the competitiveness of the market. It 
can be concluded that in order to create innovation 
infrastructure is not only the realization of the 
full innovation cycle in a particular area, but also 
promote the development of businesses at different 
stages of its life cycle, which contributes to the 
development of national and regional economy as 
a whole.
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